
Barley - Twiston & Rimington Moors 

 

We start at the pay and display car park in the centre of Barley village. Once in the village, the carpark 

is well sign-posted and easy to find. Sat Nav users will find that postcode BB12 9JX works, the What–

3–Words location is “airbrush / elastic / panel”, and OS map users will need grid reference SD823043. 

From the car park locate the path through the park that tracks North up the beck toward the village 

centre – the Pendle Inn will be clearly visible on your left. The path soon meets the road through Barley 

which we follow until it takes a sharp left, at which point our route – initially on a metalled track - 

continues straight ahead. The excellent surface here is needed to give vehicular access to the 

reservoirs that lie North of Barley. 

Our track turns right and heads Northeast between well maintained drystone walls toward Lower 

Black Moss Reservoir which supplies drinking water to Nelson – and as we climb, Pendle Hill is 

dominant on the left. We continue past the lower reservoir to arrive at T Junction in the track. We 

take a right and continue around a second reservoir – not surprisingly called Higher Black Moss 

Reservoir. 

Just beyond the head of the second reservoir the path forks again, and this time we take the left hand 

option. This leads us up to a minor road which we cross to continue North on the other side of the 

road at Mountain Farm. 

From here we head uphill along the somewhat muddy farm track where we meet another fork. Again 

we take left following the line of the small stream with a wire fence field boundary on our right.  

A short distance head we find a drystone wall with a stile which leads us into a field where we look 

left to see a pair of stiles that allow us to cross wire fences as we climb up the valley side to find easier 

level ground to the Northwest. 

We now strike out diagonally across the field, climbing very gently, and crossing a small stile before 

heading to the corner of the next field where we find a choice of two stiles. We take the one that gives 

access to the path next to a clear - but inaccessible - lane. We follow the route of this lane for a while 

now – with the lane always on the right of our path.  

We continue to head Northwest, with Pendle Hill on our left until we meet a stile at a drystone wall. 

As soon as we cross this, an entirely new view opens to us: Clitheroe and Chatburn can now be seen 

to the left beyond the foot of Pendle Hill, and ahead we see our own “home patch” of The Yorkshire 

Dales and Forest of Bowland. We now head slightly right and downhill to find a stile onto the lane we 

have tracked for a while now, at a bend where it now heads Northeast. The moorland to our right at 

this point is Twiston Moor. 

We follow the lane for a while until it arrives at a steep sided valley where we turn right and head up 

the side of the valley, now heading Southeast. We will be crossing the stream in the valley bottom, 

but don’t be tempted by a gate we see almost immediately on the far side. Ignore this and carry on 

up the valley before the path dips down to the stream at a crossing before heading over to a stile 

which gives us access to the path across Rimington Moor. 

The path across the moor initially heads Northeast and follows contour lines so the terrain is 

reasonably flat, and we have a drystone wall on our left to provide shelter and navigation. As we follow 

the wall, we see a sheep pen come into view in the far corner of the field.  



The OS map suggests that the path carries on through the sheep pen. In practice, we found that its 

easier to take the stile on the left to navigate round the pen before heading right again to enter the 

field on the far side of the sheep pen, where we head Southeast to a clear bend in the wall. 

At the corner of the wall the path forks, and we take the right hand option, heading South with the 

wall on our right, following it until we arrive at a stile in the corner of the field leading out onto a moor 

with a stream just ahead of us. 

We cross the stream and now head uphill and slightly to the left to find a drystone wall and small 

stream which we follow – keeping the stream on our left. We continue to climb until we find a gate 

where we see a clear track heading downhill. This is where get our first glimpse of a new view –toward 

Colne with Boulsworth Hill beyond.  Navigation is now somewhat simpler – we follow the track 

downhill, generally in a Southerly direction until we meet a minor road – Wheathead Lane. Here we 

cross, and take a farm track, with clear footpath signage on the opposite side of the road toward 

Briercliffe Farm.  

At the farm, the path takes us between farm buildings and then through a gate on the right to find a 

stile onto open fields where we follow the contour lines toward a house ahead. The path dips below 

the house and then up to a gate taking us onto the access lane for the house – where we turn left and 

follow the lane down to a minor road to turn left. We follow the road uphill, and just past the peak, 

we see a gate and footpath signage on the right. This gives us access to a muddy track through the 

fields now heading back toward Barley. 

The path (now a bridleway) heads gently downhill to the right of a small, wooded area where we 

continue down to find a stream and a rough track which we follow down to an outdoor education 

centre. 

From here we head downhill and as the road curves to the right we take the route along the font of 

the houses, and via a right of way at the edge of a pleasant garden to a lane which follows the stream 

back to the car park where we started. 

Part way down the lane to the car park, we pass through a pleasant cobbled area where the workers 

houses for the Narrowgates Mill have been converted to upmarket housing, and to the right we see 

the mill building itself. 

 

 

 

• Total distance 12.3 km (7.7 miles) 

• Total Ascent 486 m 

• Moderate walk 

 


